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THE NATURE OF WORD ERRORS AND RESPONSE TIME IN INDIVIDUALS
WITH APHASIA
ALEXANDRA M. GEORGES

ABSTRACT
Anomia is a relevant language deficit secondary to aphasia that is treated in the

speech-language pathologist profession. Most aphasia diagnoses utilize aspects of
confrontational naming tasks during speech therapy or testing. This study investigated the

nature of word errors and the response time (RT) in persons with aphasia (PWA). Six
individuals, three with nonfluent and three with fluent aphasia were asked to name objects

in four common categories (occupational tools, everyday objects, food, and clothing)
presented under two conditions (1) picture objects on a computer screen and (2) real
physical objects. To measure RT and word error, participants were instructed to name the

objects as soon as it was presented. Data were collected by recording the exact responses

of the individuals, as well as the time (seconds) it took for them to respond. The RT was

analyzed using SPSS statistics and Python3 statistical software.
An independent t-test analyzing RT revealed a statistical significance (t (198) =-4.37, p=
<0.001) in RT averages between real objects and picture objects, revealing that PWAs do

in fact respond faster with real objects than picture objects. Nature of word error results

revealed that participants demonstrated variable word error types with real objects and
picture objects. Results also showed that half of the participants responded more accurately
when naming real objects compared to picture objects. The results from this study may be

of significance to clinicians in the treatment of PWAs.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Difficulty with naming is a very common occurrence in virtually all persons with

aphasia (PWA) irrespective of the aphasia type. It is evident even clinically that the sources
of this difficulty vary. For example, some PWAs may be able to show by gestures or by

circumlocutions that they have grasped the meaning of a picture while others give an
impression of impaired comprehension. When people name objects in their everyday life,
the processes that occur in the brain to see the object and then name it are intricate and

delicate. This natural process that takes healthy people less than a couple of seconds can
be a severely debilitating deficit in PWAs. Word naming tasks are an essential component

of assessing and treating aphasia. Most, if not all, assessments and therapy materials
include pictures of objects that resemble real objects, such as a line drawing of an apple.

However, people do not go through life naming drawings of objects. Everyday life poses

demands that involve the functional ability to name real, physical, and tangible objects.
This study explores the impact of naming real objects versus picture objects with PWAs.
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Aphasia: A Language Disorder
Aphasia as a generalized concept began with Paul Broca and Carl Wernicke in

defining language problems resulting from some form of damage to the brain. Broca found
that certain individuals with an impairment in the frontal lobe exhibited speech with

reduced fluency, telegraphic speech, and production errors. These individuals also
exhibited limited impairment of comprehension of spoken language. It is well established
in the literature that aphasia is an acquired language impairment resulting from focal brain

injury (Papathanasiou & Coppens 2022).
Wernicke, on the other hand, discovered in some individuals disordered speech that

was fluent, meaningless, but grammatically correct. These individuals also demonstrated
severe problems in understanding spoken language. After decades of further research,

aphasia is now defined as an “acquired language impairment resulting from a focal brain
lesion in the absence of other cognitive, motor, or sensory impairments” (Papathanasiou &
Coppens 2022).

Current definitions of aphasia define it as a language problem characterized by
partial or complete loss of language function in a person who previously had developed

language. It is mostly caused by stroke, but can also occur secondary to head trauma,
surgical removal of brain tissue, neoplasms, or infection. This focal brain lesion is often

localized to damage in the cortical areas related to language (Figure 1). The main language
centers include the angular gyrus (39), supramarginal gyrus (40), Broca’s area (44 & 45),

Wernicke’s area (22), and the primary auditory cortex (42). Language deficits resulting
from a lesion in any one of these areas impact the person’s everyday life. It is a chronic
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disorder with long-term consequences that go beyond the disruption of speech and
communication.

Figure 1
Brodmann ’s Areas of language

Language disruption in aphasia results from impaired access. Linguistic elements
are not wholly lost, but generally, access to linguistic representations is disrupted (McNeil

et al., 1991). This means that the language breakdown resulting from the brain lesion causes

difficulty in the individuals’ ability to utilize linguistic representations. It also causes
disruption in the brain processes that facilitate accessing the stored linguistic
representations.

Aphasia Types and Clinical Presentation
The aphasia impairment can affect the expression and/or comprehension of spoken
language depending on the type of aphasia. Aphasia can be classified into different types

based on lesion location. There are eight classifications of cortical aphasias: Broca’s,
Wernicke’s, conduction, anomic, transcortical motor, transcortical sensory, transcortical
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mixed, and global. Each classification is differentiated by the person’s ability in
confrontational naming, speech fluency, auditory comprehension, repetition, reading, and

writing.
For example, Broca’s aphasia presents as non-fluent, effortful speech with reduced

grammar (agrammatism) and lacking many function words. Their speech contains reduced

phrases (telegraphic) and is limited to content words; however, auditory comprehension
tends to be intact. On the other hand, Wernicke’s aphasia presents as fluent, non-effortful

speech with excessive use of meaningless grammatical speech (paragrammatism). Their

auditory comprehension is poor, and they have severe word-finding problems resulting in
a lack of content words. Both classifications are indicated depending on the lesion location,

as well as the way the person’s language/speech presents. “The anterior brain regions are
involved in language output, and the posterior brain regions are involved in the reception

of language. In the left inferior frontal gyrus... lies Broca’s area, and in the left superior
temporal gyrus lies Wernicke’s area” (Papathanasiou & Coppens 2022). (Table 1).
Each aphasia classification includes characteristics of fluency, auditory
comprehension, repetition, and naming ability for global, Broca’s, transcortical motor,

transcortical sensory, mixed, Wernicke’s, conduction, and anomic aphasia (Table 1).
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Table 1:
Characteristics ofAphasia
Type of
Aphasia
Global
Broca
Motor
transcortical
Mixed
transcortical
Wernicke
Sensory
transcortical

Conduction
Anomic

Fluency

Comprehension

Repetition

Nonfluent
Nonfluent
Nonfluent

+
+

+

-

Nonfluent

-

+

-

Fluent
Fluent

-

+

-

Fluent
Fluent

+
+

+

-

Naming

Note: -= mostly impaired; += mostly preserved
Source: Adaptedfrom J. R. Hodges, 1998. Cognitive assessmentfor clinicians. Oxford, England: Oxford Medical
Publications

Assessment of Aphasia
The different types of aphasia and their presentations are discovered through formal
and informal testing. The four areas examined are repetition, speech fluency, auditory
comprehension, and naming. Repetition is used to differentiate all aphasias except global

aphasia. Both fluent and non-fluent aphasias may show abnormal repetition, however, it is
a task that differentiates an aphasia type. This defines the person’s ability to speak in

relatively long units of speech but has difficulty with repetition. This type of aphasia is

known as conduction aphasia.

Auditory comprehension is measured with formal or informal testing that reveals

how well the PWA understands spoken messages. “Whether that understanding takes place

is influenced by many factors operating in the situation, including auditory perception,
auditory comprehension, and factors which influence auditory comprehension” (Shewan
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1985). While auditory comprehension is rarely preserved in aphasia, in some aphasia types,
it is better than speech production. For this reason, auditory comprehension can

differentiate specific classifications of aphasia.

All cortical aphasias are divided into two groups: fluent and non-fluent aphasia.
Speech fluency is based on the characteristics of spontaneous speech. Six parameters are

analyzed. These include phrase length, function and content word balance, syntax

production, the existence of paraphasia (or word error), speech prosody, and ease and
precision of connected sounds. Wernicke’s aphasia is classified as fluent because

conversational speech is characterized by excessive use of grammar or syntax, containing
majority function words with a normal phrase length of 4 or more utterances. Their speech

is produced with normal intonation, ease, and precision; however, it commonly includes
word errors.

Word naming is a task that poses difficulty for all PWAs. Naming is the first step
in the diagnosis of aphasia. This is also the main feature of the aphasia type known as
anomia. Some PWAs may exhibit difficulty naming low-frequency objects rather than high

frequency, while others may have difficulty naming specific categories such as colors or
bathroom essentials. Word naming difficulties can stem from word-finding problems, such

as difficulty retrieving the word, or word execution problems, such as difficulty producing
the word.

Formal assessments involve the administration of an aphasia test battery, which is

commonly designed to identify the presence and the precise type of aphasia. This includes

batteries such as the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination-3 (BDAE-3) (Kaplan et. al.,
2001). This assessment indicates conversational and narrative speech, auditory and reading
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comprehension, oral and written expression, and repetition subtests (Papathanasiou &
Coppens 2022). There are also discourse sampling and aphasia screenings available to

gather data on the individual’s speech characteristics.
Data collected from a formal aphasia assessment can be used to first establish a

baseline level of performance for that individual. This aids in the clinician’s decision for

further assessment and if treatment is indicated, as well as estimated prognosis and
treatment outcome. Depending on if the individual needs treatment, the formal assessment

results can outline treatment goals based on areas of ability. Lastly, when formal

assessment procedures are administered during the treatment process, test data inform

decisions regarding the need to continue, modify, or discontinue treatment (Papathanasiou
& Coppens 2022).

Word Naming in Persons with Aphasia
Word naming in persons with aphasia is complicated by object variability. This
includes individual factors of the object, such as imageability, frequency of the word,

category, and stimulus type. Word naming errors are a direct result of word retrieval

difficulty. Martin and Saffran (1997) describe word retrieval as a process that is involved
in language and allows the brain to access memory and provide activation of the linguistic
representation to recall the word. This involves processes such as attributes, names, and

representations/ familiarity. For example, when presented with a picture of an apple, the
brain simultaneously retrieves attributes such as red, round, small, edible, apple.

Difficulty in word naming is manifested by the length of time the person takes to

produce the word and by word errors. These errors include word omissions, semantic

errors, phonetic errors, jargon, timing, description, and generalization.
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Word Error Types
Researchers have investigated the nature of word retrieval errors across the

different types of aphasia. Nicholas and Brookshire (1995) examined productions that they
refer to as “performance deviations”. This includes part-word and unintelligible

productions, nonword fillers, inaccurate words, nonspecific or vague words, fillers, and the
word “and.” These would relate closest to jargon, paraphasia, and other word errors that
are not of semantic or phonetic nature. Ash and McMillan (2009) studied speech error

productions of persons with progressive non-fluent aphasia and found significant phonemic
errors. They describe phonemic error as an error that occurs when a person produces a
sound that is a well-formed phoneme of language, but not intended by the speaker, or

anticipated by the listener (for example: “smole” word error for “smile”). Finally, Capitani
and Laicona (2004) define semantic word errors as single word responses conceptually

related to the target word.
Capitani and Laicona also researched factors that contribute to semantic word
errors. Other studies on lexical/word retrieval suggest that word frequency affects the ease

with which the word’s phonological form can be accessed from its semantic representation.

Results showed the effects of object familiarity suggest that semantic representations of
high-frequency objects are more likely to be richer and facilitate object naming.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

The classification of aphasia is essential in the diagnosis, assessment, and
treatment. There are notable differences in the varying classifications, as well as

similarities. This includes the above-mentioned aspects of fluency (fluent versus non

fluent), comprehension, verbal repetition, and the nature of the verbal output. Impaired
object naming is a primary deficit in post-stroke aphasia. Anomia often is the only major
language residual deficit after recovery from aphasia of any clinical type and may remain
a long-lasting problem in the recovered PWA (Webb 2017).

Word-retrieval problems are defined as difficulty accessing a word from one’s
mental lexicon. A severe naming difficulty secondary to aphasia is also known as anomia

(Hedge 2001). This pervasive deficit includes the inability to produce already known words

in a timely and accurate manner. The severity and nature of anomia can be evaluated and

detected by a variety of picture naming tests. This includes, but is not limited to, Boston

Diagnostic Aphasia Evaluation-3rd Edition (BDAE-3) and Boston Naming Test (BNT)
(Kaplan et. al., 2001), Western Aphasia Battery-Revised (WAB-R) (Kertesz, 2007), and
Mississippi Aphasia Screening Test (MAST) (Nakase-Thompson, 2004). In each of these
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tests, the type of word naming stimulus presented is a 2D black and white line drawing to

resemble real objects.
A person who is diagnosed with aphasia can have multiple deficits, including
anomia. When other deficits such as paraphasia, perseveration, or neologism are also

involved, their word naming output can be affected. If a person with aphasia has difficulty

accessing a word, then when they attempt to name an object, they can present with
accompanying deficits. For example, when asked to name a cup, the person may respond,
“it’s to drink...a tup...Uhmmm...you know”. This utterance involves multiple aspects of
a naming deficit. These are circumlocution, fillers, and phonemic paraphasia.

When a person with aphasia is presented with an object naming task, their
productions can be characterized by words that are semantically or phonologically related
to the correct response, or production of jargon. Theories generally agree that producing a

word from meaning (e.g., when naming a familiar object) begins with visual-semantic

processes that activate the semantic features of the object and semantically related concepts
(Chen, Middleton, Mirman 2018) (Figure 2).

Nature of Word Errors

Theoretical analysis of word production deficits in adult aphasia
Schwartz (2014) investigated the pervasive nature of naming in aphasia. The study

focused on a “model-driven analysis of naming errors in patients”, and exactly what this

reveals about the functional structure of word production. Schwartz explained the word

naming behavior by analyzing the patterns of covariation within and across various word
naming tasks. Linguistics-inspired analysis of speech errors stems from the two-stage
theory. This refers to the theory that words are retrieved in two “discrete and serial stages.”
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One of the stages is concerned with selecting a word from the mental lexicon. This would
be responsive to meaning and grammar. The second stage is concerned with attaching form

to the selected word, which is based on phonological structure and knowledge. Schwartz
explained that error production is high even in single-word production tasks, sparking

research interest in the nature of the selective presentation of words during naming tasks.
This begs the question: why would a patient produce mostly phonological errors, while

another patient of comparable severity produces mostly semantic errors?
Schwartz defined “phonological errors” as formal errors and nonwords. This author

defines formal errors as a “real word response that meets the criterion for phonological
similarity,” and nonwords as a “string of phonemes that does not constitute a word in the

language, but they pass the phonological similarity criterion.” (Schwartz 2014).

Furthermore, this author classified semantic errors as a real word that is a synonym,
category, or strong associate of the target word; mixed errors as real words that qualify as
semantic and phonological similarity; and unrelated errors as real words that are neither

semantical nor phonological in nature.
Schwartz’s notion is closely related to the two-step model of lexical access created
by Dell, Schwartz, Martin, Saffran, and Gagnon (Dell et. al., 1997). Dell’s two-step model

is made up of a three-level lexical network involving semantic features, words, and
phonemes and their weighted connections that transmit activation regarding CVC syllable
words (Figure 2). Step-1 begins with external activation given to the target’s semantic
features, and then the most activated word is selected. Step-2 initiates external activation
and distributes it to the selected word which simulates “grammatically triggered

phonological encoding”. This means that during step-2, the activation moves down to the
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phonemes of the selected word and back up from each phoneme to all words in the lexicon
with the phoneme in that specific CVC syllable position, as portrayed in Figure 2.

Figure 2:
Structure of the Interactive Two-Step Model

The activation process continues until a phoneme is selected for each part of the
CVC syllable position of the word, therefore defining the word response. What Schwartz

is concerned with however is that the “semantic-phonological account can explain diverse
individual naming response patterns in aphasia...allowing errors generated at step-1

(lexical errors) and step-2 (sub-lexical errors) to dissociate.” (Schwartz 2014). Therefore,

defining the nature of the lexical breakdown during semantic and phonological word errors
in PWAs. Schwartz also notes that the neural correlates themselves of semantic errors
(step-1 errors) and phonological errors (step-2) are different and non-overlapping. This
study tells where semantic and phonological word errors originate, as well as how they can
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diverge (one patient presents with semantic deficits, while another similar severity patient

presents with phonological deficits).

Links Between Short-Term Memory and Word Retrieval in Aphasia
Minkina, Martin, Spencer, and Kendall (2018) investigated the relationship
between word retrieval and verbal short-term memory (STM) when utilizing the interactive

activation processing model. Minkina et al., proposed that “most aphasiologists agree that

aphasia results from impaired access.... Access to linguistic representation is disrupted”.
This is important to note because when exploring the language breakdown in PWAs,

researchers must understand linguistic representations and the processes that facilitate
access to words in the individual’s lexicon. This helps identify how the lexical
representations are activated and selected during word naming and verbal speech. Along
the lines of the research done by Schwartz, understanding the “how” helps researchers and

clinicians understand the “why” behind a disruption in language. Schwartz researched the

two-step activation pathway when selecting a word in an individual’s mental lexicon,
where a word error could potentially originate, and why the word error occurs. Minkina et.
al., on the other hand, researched the process of STM that underlies language. STM

involves the temporary activation of the neural pathways that lead to retrieval of a word.

Therefore, the verbal STM model created by Minkina et. al. is based on the principle of the

two-stage activation created by Dell.

Minkina et. al., investigated a total of 24 individuals with aphasia and impaired
immediate recall of words. The participants completed a picture-naming task and a
repetition task. The study then computed the correlation between the picture naming task

word retrieval errors and the STM. They answered the following relevant questions: (1) is
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verbal STM span associated with word retrieval accuracy? (2) Is word retrieval impairment
type associated with imageability and frequency biases observed in verbal STM tasks?

They found a positive correlation between word naming accuracy and verbal STM
span. They analyzed the relationship between the word naming error types, word

imageability, and frequency effects. Their findings revealed that “verbal STM and word
retrieval are strongly associated, and that this association is domain-specific” (Minkina et.
al., 2018).

Word Error Analysis in Aphasia: Introducing the Greek Aphasia Error Corpus

(GRAEC)
Kasselimis, Varkanitsa, Angelopoulou, Evdokimidis, Goutsos, and Potagas (2020)
created the Greek Aphasia Error Corpus (GRAEC). This is an all-encompassing large-scale

data corpus of encoded analysis of word errors in Greek aphasic individuals. Kasselimis et
al. investigated the nature of language the nature of aphasia as a language disorder. Their

solution to the research gap in word error data was to develop a corpus widely available to

researchers. Another research problem that they addressed was related to PWA discourse
analysis. Most aphasic research has different methods of eliciting a speech sample to
evaluate word errors, rate, content, and more. This creates gaps in research because there

could be a correlation between the type of speech sample elicitation task and the

characteristics of the speech output. The GRAEC addresses this by creating a “large,
searchable, web-based corpus of patients’ performance on two different elicitation tasks,
i.e., picture description and free narration”.

Kasselimis et al. began the GRAEC with 50 right-handed monolingual Greek
patients with left stroke-induced aphasia. The patients ranged from 30-86 years old, with a
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mix of men and women. Each patient was tested using the Boston-Diagnostic Aphasia

Examination-Short Form (BDAE-SF) (Kaplan et. al., 2001). The GRAEC includes 17,507

total words and 2,397 annotated errors. The data were derived from the speech sample of
PWAs during two tasks: stroke story prompted monologue and the Cookie Theft Picture
from the BDAE-SF. Participants were given unlimited time with minimal prompting in

both tasks. The researcher utilized audio recording during the speech sample task and then
transcribed the speech sample while annotating errors. The errors recorded were

categorized under the following: phonological, morphological, lexical/semantic errors,

neologisms, and circumlocutions. The patient’s total number of words, duration (s) of
telling the story/Cookie Theft description, and the total number of errors (categorized) were
all recorded into a table for all 50 Greek PWAs.

The initial data itself was based on Greek aphasic individuals and is exceptionally
helpful in researching the frequency and types of errors in Greek PWAs, as well as for

comparison with other PWAs. However, this data did not involve English-speaking PWAs.
This study also used two narrative speech sample tasks and did not address specific word

naming tasks. This research done by Kasselimis et al. is relevant because it sets the

groundwork for a detailed way to record and collect data on the nature of word errors in
PWAs.

Response Time (RT) in Word Naming

Response Time Inconsistencies in Object and Action Naming in Anomic Aphasia
Another important aspect of aphasia less commonly researched is response time

(RT) during a word naming task. Galletta and Goral (2018) investigated the idea that
though activation pathways and stages are well researched, it is “plausible to hypothesize
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that the same word can be retrieved via different routes within the lexical network”. They
proposed that other processes might also be engaged during a naming task. This can include
the grammatical class of the word or repetition of the word. Research suggests that words

that are verbs may be more difficult to produce than nouns. Consequently, Galletta and
Goral investigated whether repeated naming of the same object (noun) and action (verb)

picture items would improve accuracy and reduce response time in anomic individuals.

They also investigated whether the RT of individuals with anomic aphasia differs from RT
of healthy individuals.

The study included ten participants with anomic aphasia and six healthy adults to
compare accuracy and RT. The participants were shown a set of 27 object pictures and a

set of 27 action pictures. These sets were shown on two separate testing days to delineate
the verb from the noun words. The participants were instructed to name each picture as

soon as each picture appeared on the computer screen. All the pictures in each set were
randomized.

Results demonstrated that the RT for individuals with anomic aphasia for the
picture objects was an average of ~ 1.35 seconds. For this same group, RT for picture

actions was an average of ~ 1.80 seconds. On the other hand, the healthy group had an
average RT for the picture objects of-0.65 seconds, and for the picture actions an average
of ~ 0.85 seconds. These results suggest that participants (PWA and healthy) had a faster

RT for object naming compared to action naming. The PWAs had slower RTs overall
compared to the healthy individuals. Galletta and Goral concluded that measuring response

time can be “useful in characterizing retrieval difficulty in anomic aphasia and that the
retrieval processes in PWA may be less efficient or different from healthy individuals”.
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How Much Time Do People with Aphasia Need to Respond During Picture Naming?

Estimating Optimal Response Time Cutoffs Using a Multimodal Ex-Gaussian
Approach
A question that is not very well investigated in aphasia research, but is important

to the assessment and therapy of word naming is how much time do PWAs need when

responding to picture naming tasks? Evans, Hula, Quique, and Stams (2020) ask this
question in their research using a multinomial Ex-Gaussian approach to estimating

optimal response time during picture naming tasks. These authors explained that word
retrieval directly affecting word production can be broken down in multiple ways. This

defined “word retrieval deficits in terms of accuracy (i.e. failed retrieval) and also in

terms of processing speed (i.e. delayed retrieval). It is well known that processing speed,
in general, is slower in PWAs. However, research on anomia focuses on the nature of

word errors and word response accuracy, rather than RT. Evans et. al., establish that RT

is also of high importance to the research of anomia in aphasia because of response time
deadlines. If responses are time-specific, scores on assessments or in therapy could be

affected. This means that the scores may not be representative of the persons’ word
retrieval accuracy based on the time given. For example, the Boston Naming Test

(Kaplan et. al., 2001) allows up to 20 seconds before providing cues that affects the
individual’s score. On the other hand, there are tests that have a deadline of 10 seconds.

There are also assessments that penalize responses initiated after a certain time frame.
There are many different factors that affect processing speed in PWAs. The

majority were addressed above when looking at the nature of word errors and why PWA
produce certain responses during word naming tasks. The lexical processes and linguistic
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factors that drive word naming are the same processes that drive response time. This

includes factors of memory, age of acquisition (i.e., when the word was developed in the

lexicon), word length, and frequency (i.e., how often the word is used in everyday
speech). Evans et. al., explained that all these factors should be taken into consideration
when looking at RT during word naming tasks.
Evans et. al., also investigated the approaches of different word retrieval models

in order to provide an understanding of anomia in PWA. They addressed the

phonological two-step interactive activation model investigated by Dell et. al., (1997).
This model defined the lexical-semantic and phonological processing ability underlying

word naming. However, the two-step model does not address the processing efficacy of
PWA. This is why Evans et. al., desired to create a model that finds an optimal response

time in PWA.
Data were taken from ten PWAs displaying mild anomia who were given two

picture naming tests, giving 194 naming trials per participant. The PWAs were presented

with black and white line pictures on a computer screen using Microsoft PowerPoint.

They were instructed to name each picture using only one word. The RT was scored on
the first complete response attempted and indicated in e sound onset. Responses were

coded for the model as “accurate complete response”, “inaccurate complete response”,
and “no response”.

Results revealed mean RT values of 3.4 sec for accurate responses and 6.7 sec for

inaccurate responses. Their results also showed variability between the individual
participants. Evans et. al., found that optimal cutoffs ranged between 5 and 10 sec when
responding to word naming tasks. This was deemed important for assessment and
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treatment implications because the model may be a “promising and straightforward way
to estimate optimal RT cutoffs in picture naming in aphasia”.

Object Stimuli versus Picture Stimuli
Real-world objects are more memorable than photographs of objects
Research done by Snow, Skiba, Coleman, and Berryhill (2014) is critical to the

reasoning behind using picture stimuli and real-object stimuli in the word naming task for
this current study. As established by Minkina et. al., word retrieval is directly related to
memory. This then trends into the types of words that are more memorable, such as high-

frequency words that are used most often in speech and language. However, Minkina et.
al., did not examine the notion that different types of stimuli can possibly play a role in

triggering memory.
Snow et. al., investigated which types of objects are the most memorable. They

begin by stating that most research studies in psychology use two-dimensional (2D) objects
to represent three-dimensional (3D) real object stimuli. This proves to be true in the speech
and language research world where most studies use either color or black and white 2D

representations of real-life objects. As representative as a 2D image may seem, Snow et.
al., emphasized that there are many important differences between a real-life 3D object and

2D picture images. These differences could influence cognition and memory. Snow et. al.,

stated that with the paucity of research done with real objects, “virtually none have directly
compared memory for real objects vs. their 2D counterparts”. This begs the question,

would participants show enhanced memory for objects displayed as real models versus
pictures?
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The research by Snow et. al., investigated the differences in word naming accuracy
between real objects and picture objects. This included optical vision differences with 3D

objects versus 2D objects as well as the dimensional differences that influence cognition.
Observers saw 3D objects with a sense of depth, size, shape, manipulation, distance, and

location, whereas 2D objects were seen as “flat” and static with no dimensional

comparison.

One hundred and seventy-two students at the University of Nevada participated in
this study. They were shown stimuli consisting of 44 common household objects, and high-

resolution photographs of those same objects. They compared memory performance for
objects in three conditions (1) real objects, (2) color photographs of the objects, (3) and

line drawings of the objects. Their correct/incorrect recall was then recorded. Results
showed that in the free recall task, there was a significant difference in memory

performance. This study revealed two important considerations in the type of stimuli used
in naming tasks. First, it showed that recall for the color photographs was not significantly

different from the line drawings. However, the participant’s ability to recall real objects
was significantly better than for the color photograph. This outlined the importance of
using color photograph picture stimuli representing 2D objects, rather than line drawings
or black and white pictures. Overall, the research of Snow et. al., concludes that real objects

(3D) are in fact more memorable than color photographs of picture objects (2D).

Purpose
A common way to assess naming in PWAs is to present pictures in a confrontational

naming task. Frequently, the two-dimensional representation of the object may conjure up
ambiguous details for the individual leading to hesitant or even error responses. As
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suggested by Snow et. al., (2014), people usually remember and respond more quickly to

real-life objects (three-dimensional), compared to picture objects (two-dimensional). This

leads to the question of whether PWAs perform more successfully on naming tasks when

targets are presented as true to life as possible.
The purpose of this current research was to investigate the nature of word errors
and response time in confrontational naming tasks in PWAs. Three specific questions were
investigated: (1) Does the category of the object influence the response time and the type

of word error? (2) Would a physical, real-life object trigger a faster response time compared
to a pictured object? (3) On a naming task, would a physical, real-life object evoke different
types of word errors compared to a picture object?

Based on the work of Snow et. al., individuals tend to recall objects with greater
accuracy compared to pictures. If this is the case, it could very well influence the accuracy
and response time in individuals with aphasia when presented with real-life objects.
Consequently, it was hypothesized that individuals with aphasia would identify real-life

objects faster, and more accurately compared to pictures of the same objects. This could

have significance for the treatment of persons with naming problems.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY
This research was approved by the Cleveland State University Institutional Review

Board, and informed consent was obtained from each participant.

Research Design
This was a within-subjects group design in which the responses of persons with

aphasia were compared to each other. All participants participated in all conditions. The
variables examined were the nature of word errors and response time for naming pictures

of objects and real-life objects.

Participants
Participants were recruited through the Cleveland State University Speech and

Hearing Clinic. Six individuals (four female, two male) with different classifications and
varying severities of aphasia participated in the study. Study inclusionary criteria required

that participants demonstrate aphasia with naming deficits. This was determined via

documented clinic therapy history, performance on the Boston Naming Test, Second
Edition, Short form (Kaplan et. al., 2001), and clinical observations during conversational

speech. Additionally, participants were required to demonstrate sufficient auditory

comprehension ability to follow basic directions. Participants with concomitant mild-
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moderate apraxia of speech were included. Individuals were excluded if they exhibited

degenerative neurological disease, chronic medical illness, or severe apraxia of speech
(severe enough to impact intelligibility). Participants’ information is presented in Table 2.
In addition, four healthy adult controls were included in this study. These individuals had
no history of neurological deficits or debilitating illnesses. The information of the four

healthy adults is presented in Table 3.

Table 2:
Participants ' Information
Participant

Gender

ID

Age

Race

YPO

Etiology

BNT-SF

AT

Severity

score

(years)

1

F

59

AA

6

S&L deficits following CI

8

Non-Fluent

Severe

2

M

75

W

2

S&L deficits following CI

4

Non-Fluent

Mod-Sev

3

M

54

AA

6

Anomic aphasia following CI

12

Anomic

Mild

4

F

90

AA

5

S&L deficits following CI

9

Anomic

Mild

5

F

58

AA

5

Acute CVA

12

Non-Fluent

Mild

6

F

88

W

10

S&L deficits following CI

7

Conduction

Mod-Sev

Average

70.6

5.6

8.6

SD

15.9

2.5

3.1

Note: YPO = years post-onset; BNT-SF = Boston Naming Test- Short Form; AT = aphasia type; F = female; M =
male; AA = African American; W =White/Caucasian; CI = cerebral infarction; CVA= cerebral vascular accident;
S&L= Speech and Language; Mod= Moderate; Sev= severe

Persons with aphasia included in this study were no less than 6 months post-onset
of aphasia following left hemisphere damage due to cerebral infarction (CI). This was
verified via case history documentation in the clinic. Participants were, on average, 70.6

years of age (SD= 15.9), and were 5.6 years poststroke onset (SD= 2.5). Participants’ word
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naming deficits were measured using the Boston Naming Test- Short Form (BNT-SF)
(Kaplan et. al., 2001). Their scores are presented in Table 2.

Table 3:
Control Group Information
Control ID

Gender

Age (years)

Race

1

M

59

W

2

F

53

W

3

M

24

W

4

F

36

W

Average

43

SD

15.98

Note: M= male; F= female; W= white/Caucasian; SD= standard deviation

Materials and Procedure
Stimuli Presentation
The participants were examined in a therapy room at the Cleveland State University
Speech and Hearing Clinic. Participants were tested individually in a one-hour session.

Participants sat across a table from the co-investigator. The real object stimuli were

displayed directly in front of the participant one object at a time. The pictured object stimuli
were displayed on a laptop computer screen one object at a time. A total of 20 real objects
and 20 picture objects were presented.

The stimuli were presented in a randomized categorical order. The presenter
switched between the real object stimuli and the picture object stimuli throughout the

session. This was done to remove extraneous variables (i.e., participant anticipation of
knowing the order of presentation).
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Procedure
Participants were instructed that they would be presented with a variety of real
objects and picture objects. Participants were told to name the object as quickly as possible

as soon as it was displayed (Appendix A). The time on the stopwatch began upon
immediate presentation of the object. The recording time was initiated from the moment of
the presentation of the object and promptly stopped when the participant produced a

response, whether it was verbal or gestural. All responses were timed to be completed
within a 10-second time window.

Object Stimuli Materials
Both the picture and real objects included items of four different categories—

occupational tools, food, everyday objects, and clothing—with five objects in each
category, for a total of 40 stimulus objects. Picture stimuli were identical color photographs

of the real objects in the study. The occupational tool stimulus objects included a hammer,

nail, paintbrush, ruler, and screwdriver. The food stimulus objects included orange, apple,

pineapple, corn, and banana. The everyday stimulus objects included a fork, key, knife,
toothbrush, and comb. The clothing stimulus objects included a belt, glasses, shirt, sock,

and shoe (Table 4).
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Table 4:
Word Stimuli List

Occupational Clothing
Tools

Food

Everyday
Objects

Hammer

Belt

Banana

Comb

Nail

Glasses

Orange

Fork

Screwdriver

Shoe

Apple

Key

Paintbrush

Sock

Corn

Knife

Ruler

Shirt

Pineapple

Toothbrush

All picture objects were presented with a white computer background to eliminate
any extraneous distractions or misinterpretations of the object type. All real objects were

placed on a plain wooden table directly in front of the participant to eliminate any unrelated

stimuli. During the naming tasks, participants were allowed to touch and manipulate the

real object placed in front of them. Any gestural responses were recorded as “other” in their
nature of word error response.

Scoring and Data Analysis
Naming responses were recorded to audio files for later computation of RT and
word errors. All data were recorded manually on an electronic spreadsheet in Microsoft

Excel. First, responses were recorded as correct or incorrect. Responses with phonemic
paraphasic errors were recorded as correct. The specific nature of the word error was then
recorded as either phonemic paraphasia (PHON),

semantic paraphasia (SEM),

jargon/neologism (JAR), or other. Gestures, circumlocutions, perseverations, and apraxic

errors were also noted as “other”. The recorded was response time (RT) re-checked by the
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co-investigator and P.I. by listening to the audio files. This also was used to recheck for
the type of word error, false starts, and self-corrections.

The raw data for RT were analyzed using Python3 and IBM SPSS-28 statistical
software. Parametric tests were used to compare RT means and standard deviations among

the participants in the study (independent-samples t-test) and between the nature of word
errors. Descriptive analyses were used to examine RT and word error across stimuli. The

data are shown in table format.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Participants’ Response Time (RT) Data
All RTs were recorded in seconds. The means and standard deviations of response
times for participants in the control group, as well as in the PWA group are displayed in
Tables 5-10. The RTs for the four healthy individuals who comprised the control group are

displayed in Table 5. The RTs for PWA participants 1-5 are displayed in Tables 6-10. RT
for Participant 6 in the PWA group was not included in these calculations because this
participant exceeded the maximum time of 10 seconds or more for this component of the

study.

Table 5:
Healthy Individuals RT (s)
ROT

REO

count

5

5

5

mean
SD

1.15

1.06

0.25

min
max

POT

PEO

PicFood

PicClothes

5

5

5

5

5

1.08

1.15

1.32

1.28

1.14

1.28

0.16

0.24

0.28

0.21

0.22

0.10

0.20

0.85

0.87

0.86

0.68

1.00

0.95

1.02

0.95

1.74

1.40

1.35

1.47

1.67

1.71

1.24

1.69

RealFood RealClothes

Note: ROT= real occupational tools; REO= real everyday objects; POT= picture occupational tools; PEO= picture
everyday objects; count= number ofstimuli in set; SD= standard deviation; min = minimum value; max= maximum
value
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Table 5 displays the overall RT for the control group taken during the real object

and picture object naming task. This data serves as baseline data for average response times

in comparison to PWA. This group, characterized by four healthy young and old adults,

responded at a mean of 1.11 seconds (SD= 0.23s) for real object stimuli during the word

naming task and a mean of 1.28 seconds (SD= 0.20s) for picture object stimuli.

Table 6:
Participant 1 RT (s) data

ROT

REO

RealFood

RealClothes

POT

PEO

PicFood

PicClothes

count

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

mean
SD

2.83

2.76

2.42

2.12

2.59

3.25

3.37

4.84

1.03

0.92

0.56

0.25

0.48

1.57

0.82

2.65

min
max

1.60

1.93

1.67

1.83

2.03

2.01

2.98

2.40

4.43

4.21

3.00

2.49

3.18

5.63

4.16

7.72

Note: ROT= real occupational tools; REO= real everyday objects; POT= picture occupational tools; PEO= picture
everyday objects; count= number ofstimuli in set; SD= standard deviation; min= minimum value; max= maximum
value

Table 6 displays the RT for Participant 1 taken during the real object and picture

object naming task. Participant 1, who presented with severe non-fluent aphasia, responded
at an average of 2.53 seconds (SD= 0.75s) for real object stimuli during the word naming

task and an average of 3.51 seconds (SD= 01.70s) for picture object stimuli.

Table 7:
Participant 2 RT (s) data

count
mean

SD
min
max

ROT

REO

RealFood

RealClothes

POT

PEO

PicFood

PicClothes

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

2.78

1.97

2.47

2.30

2.86

3.26

2.13

3.00

0.44

0.46

0.52

0.50

0.72

0.54

0.45

1.29

2.27

1.56

2.00

1.78

1.77

2.50

1.69

1.84

3.38

2.68

3.04

3.00

3.74

3.88

2.84

4.99

Note: ROT= real occupational tools; REO= real everyday objects; POT= picture occupational tools; PEO= picture
everyday objects; count= number ofstimuli in set; SD= standard deviation; min= minimum value; max= maximum
value
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Table 7 displays the RT for Participant 2 taken during the real object and picture

object naming task. Participant 2, who presented with moderate to severe non-fluent

aphasia, responded at an average of 2.40 seconds (SD= 0.53s) for real object stimuli during
the word naming task and an average of 2.81 seconds (SD= 0.86s) for picture object
stimuli.

Table 8:
Participant 3 RT (s) data

ROT

REO RealFood RealClothes POT PEO PicFood PicClothes

count

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

mean

1.75

2.14

1.37

1.34

2.22

2.12

1.85

1.82

SD

0.422

0.68

1.13

0.50

0.55

0.25

0.41

0.28

min

1.06

1.50

0.69

0.69

1.63

1.81

1.53

1.60

max

2.06

3.10

3.36

2.10

2.98

2.40

2.56

2.30

Note: ROT= real occupational tools; REO= real everyday objects; POT= picture occupational tools; PEO= picture
everyday objects; count= number ofstimuli in set; SD= standard deviation; min= minimum value; max= maximum
value

Table 8 displays RT for Participant 3 taken during the real object and picture object

naming task. Participant 3, who presented with by mild anomic aphasia, responded at an
average of 1.65 seconds (SD= 0.75s) for real object stimuli during the word naming task

and an average of 2.00 seconds (SD= 0.40s) for picture object stimuli during the same word

naming task.
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Table 9:
Participant 4 Response Time (s) data
ROT

REO

RealFood

RealClothes

POT

PEO

PicFood

PicClothes

count

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

mean

1.97

2.48

1.65

2.52

4.16

4.31

2.23

3.91

SD

0.93

0.35

0.96

0.72

2.16

2.18

0.75

1.70

min

1.22

1.92

0.96

1.91

2.38

2.00

1.32

2.80

max

3.59

2.88

3.05

3.68

7.03

6.99

3.19

6.80

Note 6: ROT= real occupational tools; REO= real everyday objects; POT= picture occupational tools; PEO=
picture everyday objects; count= number ofstimuli in set; SD= standard deviation; min= minimum value; max=
maximum value; RT= response time (s)

Table 9 displays the RT for Participant 4 taken during the real object and picture

object naming task. Participant 4, who presented with mild anomic aphasia, responded at

an average of 2.16 seconds (SD= 0.80s) for real object stimuli during the word naming task
and an average of 3.65 seconds (SD= 1.85s) for picture object stimuli.

Table 10:
Participant 5 RT (s) data
ROT

REO

RealFood

count

5

5

5

mean

1.52

1.55

1.22

SD

0.55

0.35

min

0.74

max

2.00

RealClothes
5

POT

PEO

PicFood

PicClothes

5

5

5

5

0.99

1.95

1.56

1.50

1.61

0.37

0.31

0.68

0.31

0.16

0.422

1.26

0.93

0.48

1.36

1.39

1.40

1.11

2.00

1.83

1.31

3.07

2.10

1.79

2.23

Note 7: ROT= real occupational tools; REO= real everyday objects; POT= picture occupational tools; PEO= picture
everyday objects; count= number ofstimuli in set; SD= standard deviation: min= minimum value; max= maximum
value
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Table 10 displays the RT for Participant 5 taken during the real object and picture

object naming task. Participant 5, who presented with mild non-fluent aphasia, responded
at an average of 1.32 seconds (SD= 0.44s) for real object stimuli during the word naming

task and an average of 1.67 seconds (SD= 0.45s) for picture object stimuli.

Nature of Word Errors

Participants ’ Errors
The word errors for all PWAs are displayed in Tables 11-16. Each participant has
a table displaying the total number of objects. The total number of errors are represented

in a binary system of plus, meaning the error was made, and minus, meaning that the error

was not found. The errors are represented in terms of phonological/phonemic, semantic,

jargon/neologism, and “other”. The correct responses are represented in the “correct
response” column. Object condition and object category are represented in each table,
respectively (e.g., “ROT” represents real occupational tools, and “POT” represents picture

occupational tools). The category of “other” represented errors such as circumlocutions,
fillers, perseverations, related features to the object, and gestures. This category included
factors that did not impact the participants’ accuracy of response.
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Table 11:
Participant 1 Word Errors

Total Number of Errors
Correct

PHO

SEM

JAR

OTHER

5

2

+

-

+

1 F, 1 G

REO

5

3

+

-

+

1P

RealClothes

5

3

+

+

+

1 C,1 G, 1 P

RealFood

5

4

+

-

+

1P

POT

5

2

+

-

+

1P

PEO

5

3

+

-

+

1P

PicClothes

5

2

+

+

+

1 C, 1 P

PicFood

5

1

+

+

+

2P

Total

40

20

8

3

8

Stimulus

Total # of

Category

objects

ROT

Note: # = number: PHO= phonemic/phonetic error; SEM= semantic error; JAR=jargon/neologism; C= correct
number ofresponses; ROT= real occupational tools; REO= real everyday objects; POT= picture occupational
tools; PEO= picture everyday object; C= circumlocution; G= gesture; P= perseveration; F= feature

Participant 1, who presents with severe non-fluent aphasia produced a total of 33
word errors during the object naming task. They had thirteen instances of “other” word

errors consisting of fillers, circumlocutions, perseverations, and descriptive words before

naming the object (e.g., “pink”, “thank you”). Given this participant’s errors, 20 total
objects were named correctly, including phonemic word errors.
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Table 12:
Participant 2 Word Errors

Total Number of Errors
Correct

PHO

SEM

JAR

OTHER

5

2

+

-

+

4G, 1 C

REO

5

1

+

+

+

1 G

RealClothes

5

1

+

+

+

2 C, 5 G, 3 P

RealFood

5

3

+

-

+

3 C, 1 P, 1 G

POT

5

1

+

-

+

5 G, 1 P

PEO

5

0

-

-

+

1 P, 5 G, 1 C

PicClothes

5

1

+

-

+

1 C

PicFood

5

0

-

-

+

0

Total

40

9

8

2

8

Stimulus

Total # of

Category

objects

ROT

Note: # = number; PHO= phonemic/phonetic error; SEM= semantic error; JAR=jargon/neologism; C= correct
number ofresponses; ROT= real occupational tools; REO= real everyday objects; POT= picture occupational tools;
PEO= picture everyday object; C= circumlocutions; G= gestures; P= perseveration

Participant 2, who presented with moderate to severe non-fluent aphasia produced
a total of 40 word errors during the word naming task. They had 35 instances of “other”

word errors consisting of fillers, circumlocutions, perseverations, and descriptive jargon

words before naming the object (e.g., “I know what it is”, “We use this every day”). This

also includes gestures during the word naming task. Given this participant’s errors, 9 total
objects were named correctly, including phonemic word errors.
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Table 13:
Participant 3 Word Errors

Total Number of Errors

Stimulus

Total # of Correct

PHO

SEM

JAR

OTHER

Category

objects

ROT

5

5

-

-

-

1 C

REO

5

5

-

+

-

2C

RealClothes

5

5

-

-

-

1 C

RealFood

5

5

+

-

-

0

POT

5

5

-

+

-

1 C

PEO

5

5

-

-

-

2C

PicClothes

5

5

-

-

-

0

PicFood

5

5

-

-

-

0

Total

40

40

1

2

0

Note: # = number; PHO= phonemic/phonetic error; SEM= semantic error; JAR=jargon/neologism; ROT= real
occupational tools; REO= real everyday objects; POT= picture occupational tools; PEO= picture everyday object;
C= circumlocution

Participant 3, who presented with mild anomic aphasia, produced a total of four
word errors during the object naming task. They had seven instances of “other” errors

including circumlocutions consisting of fillers and descriptive words before naming the
object (e.g., “blue comb”, “a flat...flathead screwdriver”). Given this participant’s errors,
all 40 objects were named correctly, including phonemic word errors.
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Table 14:
Participant 4 Word Errors

Total Number of Errors

Stimulus

Total # of Correct

PHO

SEM

JAR

OTHER

Category

objects

ROT

5

5

+

-

-

1 C

REO

5

4

-

+

-

1 G, 1 C

RealClothes

5

4

-

+

-

1 G, 1 C

RealFood

5

4

+

+

-

1 C

POT

5

5

+

+

-

2 G, 2P

PEO

5

4

+

+

-

1 G, 1 P

PicClothes

5

3

-

+

-

1 P, 1 C

PicFood

5

5

-

-

-

0

Total

40

34

3

6

0

Note: # = number; PHO= phonemic/phonetic error; SEM= semantic error; JAR=jargon/neologism; number of
responses; ROT= real occupational tools; REO= real everyday objects; POT= picture occupational tools; PEO=
picture everyday object; G= gesture; C= circumlocution; P= perseveration

Participant 4, who presented with mild anomic aphasia, produced a total of 17 word

errors during the object naming task. This participant had fourteen instances of “other”
word errors including circumlocutions, gestures, and perseverations, consisting of fillers
and descriptive words before naming the object (e.g., “nail...ruler”, “I know what that is,

it’s a...Uhmmm...”). Given this participant’s errors, 34 objects were named correctly,
including phonemic word errors.
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Table 15:
Participant 5 Word Errors

Total Number of Errors

Stimulus

Total # of Correct

PHO

SEM

JAR

OTHER

Category

objects

ROT

5

5

+

-

-

0

REO

5

5

+

-

-

0

RealClothes

5

5

-

-

-

0

RealFood

5

5

+

-

-

0

POT

5

5

+

-

-

0

PEO

5

5

-

-

-

2C

PicClothes

5

5

+

-

-

0

PicFood

5

5

-

-

-

2C

Total

40

40

5

0

0

Note: # = number; PHO= phonemic/phonetic error; SEM= semantic error; JAR=jargon/neologism; C= correct
number ofresponses; ROT= real occupational tools; REO= real everyday objects; POT= picture occupational tools;
PEO= picture everyday object; C= circumlocution

Participant 5, who presented with mild non-fluent aphasia, produced a total of 6
word errors during the object naming task. This participant had four instances of

circumlocutions consisting of fillers and descriptive words before naming the object. Given
this participant’s phonemic word errors, all 40 objects (picture and real) were named

correctly. Participant 5 demonstrated significant apraxic difficulty during the word naming

task, however, this did not affect her ability to correctly name the objects. Phonemic word
errors appeared unrelated to her apraxia. Participant 5 exhibited instances of pausing, false
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starts, and self-corrections due to her apraxia of speech. These were not counted as
phonetic/phonemic errors, circumlocutions, or an error in general.

Table 16:
Participant 6 Word Errors

Total Number of Errors
Correct

PHO

SEM

JAR

OTHER

5

4

+

+

+

2C, 3 G

REO

5

3

+

+

+

1 G, 1 P

RealClothes

5

2

-

+

+

2 C, 1 G, 2 F

RealFood

5

4

-

-

+

1 C

POT

5

1

+

+

+

1 G, 1 F, 1 P

PEO

5

2

+

+

+

1 C, 1 G

PicClothes

5

1

+

+

+

1 C, 1 G, 1 F

PicFood

5

3

-

-

+

2C

Total

40

20

5

6

8

Stimulus

Total # of

Category

objects

ROT

Note: # = number; PHO= phonemic/phonetic error; SEM= semantic error; JAR=jargon/neologism; C= correct
number ofresponses; ROT= real occupational tools; REO= real everyday objects; POT= picture occupational tools;
PEO= picture everyday object; C= circumlocution; G= gesture; F=feature; P= perseveration

Participant 6, who presented with moderate to severe conduction aphasia produced
a total of 34 word errors during the object naming task. They had 23 instances of “other”

word errors that consisted of fillers and circumlocutions (i.e. “I know what that is”, “Hold

on, I know it”), gestures, perseverations, and features of the object presented. In spite of
this participant’s word errors, they accurately named a total of 20 objects. This included
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any objects named with a phonemic word error. Participant 6 had a significant amount of
pausing and self-corrections during all naming trials. The pausing factor was not counted

specifically as a word error; however, the self-corrections were.
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CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS

Participant Response Time (RT)
Research Question Number 1
Does the category of the object influence the response time and the type of word

error?
According to Tables 6-10, all PWAs showed a significant difference when real
object RTs and picture objects RTs were compared. Along with this, RT was also analyzed
to compare means as a group. Figure 3 demonstrates the overall averages and standard

deviations of each category of stimulus for real and picture objects. Figure 3 revealed that
the category with the average fastest RT was “real food” (M= 1.82s, std=0.88s). The “real
clothes” category RT average was mere milliseconds slower than the fastest category

(M=1.86s, std=0.75). The average slowest RT was for the “picture clothes” category
(M=3.03s, std=1.88s). The average fastest RT was 1.21 seconds faster than the average
slowest response time. It should also be noted that the two highest average response times

were for real object categories, and the two slowest average response times were for picture
object categories.
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Figure 3:
Overall RT Averages Across Participants
ROT

REO

RealFood

RealClothes

POT

PEO

PicFood

PicClothes

Realltems

Picltems

count

25.00

2500

25.00

2500

25.00

2500

25.00

2500

100 00

100.00

mean

2.17

2.18

1.82

1 86

2.75

290

2.22

303

201

2.73

std

0.86

0.69

0.88

0.75

1 28

1.50

0.83

1 88

080

1 44

min

0.74

1.26

0.69

0.48

1.36

1 38

1.32

1.11

048

1.11

25%

1.62

1.63

0.98

1 29

2.03

2.00

1.63

1 75

1.33

1.76

50%

2.00

2.00

1.83

1 91

2.41

2.39

1.84

2 30

2.00

2.33

75%

2.66

2.58

2.68

2.35

3.07

3.51

2.62

3.41

2.55

3.08

max

4.43

4.21

3.36

3.68

7 03

6.99

4.16

772

4.43

7.72

Note: ROT= real occupational tools; REO= real everyday objects; POT= picture occupational tools; PEO= picture
everyday objects; count= number ofstimuli in set; std= standard deviation; min= minimum value; max= maximum
value; 25%= twenty-fifth percentile; 50%=fiftieth percentile; 75%= seventy-fifth percentile

Research Question Number 2
Would real-life objects trigger faster response times compared to pictured
objects?

Statistical Analysis
An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare response time data for

real objects and picture objects during an object naming task. The independent samples ttest is a parametric test used to determine whether there is a statistical significance that

response time in individuals with aphasia is significantly different when naming a picture
object versus a real object. Results of the independent samples t-test revealed there was a

significant difference in the response times for real object (M=2.00, SD=0.80) and picture
object (M=2.72, SD=1.44) conditions; t (198) =-4.37, p= <0.001. These results suggest that

there is a difference in response time between real objects during word naming tasks.
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Specifically, these results suggest that PWAs have a faster response time when naming real

objects compared to picture objects.

Figure 4:
SPSS Analysis ofReal versus Picture RT (s)

The RTs of the four healthy adults were compared to the RTs of the PWAs. Figure
5 presents the average RTs of the healthy controls compared to the PWAs. Even among
the controls, there was a difference in RT for real objects compared to picture objects.

Figure 5:
Average Response Times (RT) in PWAs versus Normal Healthy Adults
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For real objects, PWAs had an average RT of 2.00 seconds, while normal healthy adults

had an average of 1.12 seconds. For picture objects, PWAs had an average RT of 2.72
seconds, and normal healthy adults had an average of 1.32 seconds. Overall, as expected,

in the normal healthy adults there is an appreciable difference in RT for real objects versus
picture objects. This same trend is also seen, but in a more remarkable fashion in the PWAs.
This trend appears to be confirming the findings of Snow et. al., (2014) that people tend to
name 3D objects faster than 2D objects.

Averages Compared Within Participants
Descriptive statistics were calculated for the individual PWAs and displayed in
Tables 5-9. The averages for both real object and picture object conditions were

individually compared with each participant.
Participant 1 (Table 6), who had severe nonfluent aphasia, had the fastest average
RT in the “real clothes” category (M=2.12s, SD=0.25s) and the slowest average RT in the
“picture clothes” category (M=4.84, SD=2.65). Overall, participant 1 had faster RT

averages in the real object condition.

Participant 2 (Table 7), who had moderate to severe nonfluent aphasia, had the

fastest average RT in the “real everyday objects” category (M=1.97s, SD= .46s) and the
slowest average RT in the “picture everyday objects” category (M=3.26, SD=0.54).

Overall, Participant 2 had faster RT averages in the real object condition.
Participant 3 (Table 8), who had mild anomic aphasia, had the fastest average RT
in the “real clothes” category (M= 1.34s, SD=0.50s) and the slowest average RT in the
“picture occupational tools” category (M=2.22s, SD=0.55s). Overall, participant 3 had

faster RT averages in the real object condition.
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Participant 4 (Table 9), who also had mild anomic aphasia, had the fastest average
RT in the “real food” category (M=1.97s, SD=0.93s) and the slowest average RT in the
“picture everyday objects” category (M=4.31 s, SD=2.18s). Overall, participant 4 had faster

RT averages in the real object condition.

Participant 5 (Table 10), who had mild nonfluent aphasia, had the fastest average
RT in the “real clothes” category (M=0.99s, SD=0.31s) and the slowest average RT in the
“picture occupational tools” category (M=1.95s, SD=0.68s). Overall, participant 5 had

faster RT averages in the real object condition.
This trend, as supported by both raw descriptive data and statistical analysis,
suggests that PWAs, in general, perform naming tasks faster with real objects when
compared to picture objects. This offers suggestions for approaches in aphasia therapy and

assessment in alignment with research conducted by Evans et. al. These researchers
proposed that this may construct a “promising and straightforward way to estimate optional
RT cutoffs in picture naming in aphasia”. This could then create a way to find optimal RTs

for PWAs during real object naming tasks since RT for real objects is significantly

different. Therefore, if therapy and assessments begin to align with using real objects in
word naming tasks, this could lead to a different optimal RT for naming tasks. This could

also offer greater success to PWAs in assessment.

Research Question Number 3
On a naming task, would a physical, real-life object evoke different types of word

errors compared to a picture object?

The results indicated that each participant demonstrated different types of word
errors within their confrontational naming task. For example, participant 2 displayed
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mostly jargon errors during the word naming task, while participant 5 exhibited mostly
phonological word errors on the same naming task.

The breakdown of word errors for each participant can be seen in Table 17. Here,
it is demonstrated that some participants of similar aphasia type and severity, produced

either the same or different types of word errors. For example, participants 3 and 4 both
present with mild anomic aphasia. Both participants produced semantic and phonological
word errors for real and picture objects (Table 17). On the other hand, participants 1 and

2, who presented with moderate to severe nonfluent aphasia demonstrated a different type

of word error pattern. Participant 1 had a combination of phonological and jargon errors,
while participant 2 produced mostly jargon errors. This may be because the number of

participants in the study (N=6) was small. In addition, it is well established that individuals

with similar types of aphasia do exhibit individual differences in performance of the same
word naming task.

Table 17:
Nature of Word Errors Across Participants

Participant
ID

Total #
of
objects

Total C
(real)

Total C
(pic)

PHO

1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

40
40
40
40
40
40
240

12
7
20
17
20
13
89

8
2
20
17
20
7
74

13
8
1
6
6
10
44

Total Number of Errors
SEM
JAR
OTHER

5
2
3
11
0
9
30

15
30
0
0
0
15
60

13
35
7
14
4
23
96

Note: PHO= phonemic/phonetic errors; SEM= semantic error; JAR=jargon/neologism; C= correct responses; pic=
picture objects; real= real objects
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Table 18 demonstrates the number of word errors broken up by category (e.g.,

PHON, SEM, JAR) for both real and picture conditions. It is seen that the number of word

errors for each error category is very similar for both real and picture conditions. This
suggests that participants mainly produced the same word error type for both object

conditions. Overall, there were 19 phonological, 19 semantic, and 24 jargon word errors
according to the binary system used in Tables 11-16. The total amount of phonological,

semantic, and jargon “+” responses were totaled for each real and picture condition to
represent the number of word errors across categories. Based on the information provided
in Table 18, it appears that PWAs produce similar types of word errors for real and picture
objects.

Table 18:
Total Errors for Real versus Picture Objects

PHO

SEM

JAR

Real

16 +

10 +

12 +

Picture

13 +

9+

12 +

Total Errors

19 +

19 +

24 +

Object Type

Note: PHO= phonological; SEM= semantic; JAR=jargon

Accuracy Comparison in Individual Participants
Participants 1, 2, and 5 presented with non-fluent aphasia. Conversely, participants

3, 4, and 6 had fluent aphasia. All participants had variable severity. All participants’ word
naming accuracy compared to the real object and picture object conditions are shown in
Figure 6. This was an interesting finding that emerged, as it was not initially investigated

in the study. However, results show more naming accuracy in PWAs for real objects
compared to picture objects. Those who had the same aphasia severity performed similarly.
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For example, participants 3, 4, and 5, presented with mild forms of aphasia, and all had

equal accuracy for real and picture objects (Figure 6).

Figure 6:
Response Accuracy with Real versus Picture Objects

Word Errors in Individual Participants
Participant 1 displayed more accurate word naming responses with real object

stimuli compared to picture object stimuli. She accurately named a total of 12/20 real
objects and the 8/20 picture object counterparts. This participant’s word errors were

characterized by mainly phonological word errors (13 total) and jargon (15 total) in their
responses. This participant also had many instances of perseveration. This participant also

demonstrated one word error labeled “feature”. This occurred when naming the real object
“hammer”. She responded with “pink”, which was directly related to the color of the handle
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of the hammer object. This response was recorded as incorrect. It could be viewed that the
error response could have been triggered by the color of the object.

Participant 2 displayed more accurate word naming responses with real object

stimuli compared to picture object stimuli. He accurately named a total of 7/20 real objects
and the 2/20 picture object counterparts. This participant’s word errors were mainly

characterized by jargon (30 total). Participant 2 also demonstrated several accurate gestures
for objects, especially real objects that could be picked up and manipulated.
Participant 3 displayed accurate naming responses with real object and picture
object stimuli equally. There were instances of circumlocutions and self-corrections during
the word naming task. This participant was noted to add accurate descriptive words prior
to initiating the target word. For example, in naming “screwdriver”, the participant

responded “flathead.. .flathead screwdriver”. These errors were labeled as semantic due to

their accurate naming features. While all the targets were named correctly, the targets were
surrounded by error words.
Participant 4 displayed equal accurate naming responses with real object and
picture object stimuli. Her speech was characterized by mainly semantic (11 total) and

phonological (6 total) word errors. She had many instances of fillers and circumlocutions
during the word naming task. She also gestured accurately and responded with the target

word after circumlocutions and gestures.

Participant 5 displayed correct naming responses with real object and picture object

stimuli equally. She demonstrated mainly phonological word errors (6 total) during the
word naming task. She also had instances of self-correction, restarts, and pauses. It is
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plausible that phonological word errors resulted from her secondary diagnosis of apraxia

of speech.
Unlike Participant 5, Participant 6 displayed more accurate naming responses with

real object stimuli compared to picture object stimuli. She accurately named a total of 13/20
real objects and the 7/20 picture object counterparts. This participant had speech
characterized by false starts, multiple self-corrections, accurate gestures, and pausing. Her
word errors were characterized mainly by jargon and phonological errors however, she did

have a substantial number of semantic errors as well. Overall, this participant had the

broadest nature of word errors, including notable amounts in each word error category.

Word Errors and Accuracy Comparison Between Participants
Participants 1 and 2 are both characterized by moderate to severe non-fluent

aphasia, yet the nature of their word errors is contrastingly different. Participant 1 had

speech characterized by phonemic paraphasias and jargon, while participant 2 produced

mostly jargon word errors. Participant 1 also had a higher accuracy rate for both real and
picture object stimuli than participant 2. Here, one participant presented with phonological

errors, while the other of similar severity presented with jargon word errors. This finding

is similar to the research investigated by Schwartz (2014) regarding how word errors
originate, as well as how they can diverge. Furthermore, Schwartz suggests that PWAs

may use different networks of the two-step lexical retrieval process when naming.
The two most diagnostically related were participants 3 and 4. Both presented with

mild anomic (fluent) aphasia. Participant 3 produced phonological errors, while participant
4 produced semantic word errors. One participant presented with one type of error different
from the other, regardless of their similar aphasia diagnosis. Their word naming accuracy,
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however, was the same. They were the most comparable to the healthy adult control group.

The nature of their word errors does still delineate the difference in severity in the
participants with aphasia. This means the two participants with mild severity produced the
least word errors and the most accurate naming ability.
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Discussion
The research questions proposed in this study were as follows: (1) Does the

category of the object influence the response time and the type of word error? (2) Would a
physical, real-life object trigger a faster response time compared to a pictured object? (3)
On a naming task, would a physical, real-life object evoke different types of word errors
compared to a picture object?

Regarding the first research question, the category of the object does impact the
type of word error produced and the RT. As demonstrated in Figure 3, each object category

had a different average RT. Not only did each object category have differences in RT, but
the category under each condition also varied. For example, real occupational tools had an
average RT of 2.17 seconds (SD=0.86), while picture occupational tools had an average
RT of 2.75 seconds (SD=1.28). When the data were further inspected, it was also seen that

occupational tools (real and picture) had higher average RTs compared to the food

category. This demonstrated that on average, participants responded faster to food objects

overall than to occupational tools.
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The type of category also appeared to influence word error as well. Participants 1,

3, 4, 5, and 6 all had fewer word errors in the food category (Tables 11-16). On the other
hand, the occupational tools category had more word errors across participants. One factor

to note is that occupational tools included two words that were more grammatically

complex in nature compared to words in the other categories (e.g., “screwdriver”,
“paintbrush”). Perhaps, this can account for the number of word errors made in this

category. The food category included one word of this same nature (e.g., “pineapple”),

which was a word commonly in error across participants. This is a plausible idea that
grammatical complexity and the number of syllables may in fact play a part in word error
during confrontational naming.

Regarding the second research question, a visual inspection of Figure 3 shows that
in the categories of “real food” and “real clothes”, participants had a faster RT average. In
the categories of “picture everyday objects” and “picture occupational tools”, participants

had a slower RT average. This shows that PWAs on average tend to respond faster in the

categories of real object conditions, and slower in picture object conditions. Additionally,
the independent t-test that was calculated comparing RT in the conditions of real objects
and picture objects showed a statistically significant difference (t (198) =-4.37, p= <0.001).
This statistical difference between real object RT and picture object RT in participants

supports the hypothesis that PWAs do in fact have a faster RT with real-life objects.

Regarding the third research question, data collected supported the notion that real
object stimuli do trigger different types of word errors compared to picture objects in

individual participants. Table 17 illustrates the types of word errors for all participants in
the study. Each participant had different types of word errors for real versus picture object
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stimuli. For example, participant 1 did not display a notable amount of semantic word
errors for real objects, but they did for picture objects. Conversely, participant 2 produced
semantic word errors for real objects, but not for picture objects.

Overall similarities/differences are shown in Table 18. This table shows that real
object stimuli did not evoke notable different types of word errors compared to pictures.

There were almost the same amount of phonological, semantic, and jargon word errors for
both real and picture conditions.
Overall, the proposed hypothesis is that real objects compared to picture objects are
more easily accessed by PWAs. This may prove to be a significant finding for clinical

application. It suggests that perhaps PWAs may experience greater success in word
retrieval with real objects since information globally is processed in a 3D state than in a

2D state, as suggested by Snow et. al., (2014).

Limitations of the Study
There were several limitations to this study and the results represent preliminary

data of a pilot study. The most significant limitation was the number of participants, N=6.
Clearly, a smaller number of individuals is not representative of the performance of a larger
group. This may account for the varied word error results.
Another limitation to this study was the fact that the small number of participants
presented with a variety of different aphasia types and severities, creating a diverse group.
However, the study was also limited due to this factor. It is not known how certain types

of aphasia might influence word retrieval in real versus picture objects.

From a methodological point of view, this study was also limited by the type of
stopwatch method used. Despite using a stopwatch during the naming trial, the co
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investigator controlling the stopwatch created room for human error. Having a timer that

either has an onset or a voice-activated stop feature would have yielded more accurate stop

times and reduced the occurrence of human error. Lastly, not all participants were able to
have recorded RT within the 10-second time frame, which may have also skewed results.

Directions for Future Research
The most pertinent result obtained by this study was the relationship in RT between
real objects and picture objects. Future research should focus on the relationship between

the time it takes for PWAs to confrontationally name real versus picture objects to verify

or debunk these findings. Future research should recruit larger research samples so that

generalizations would be more plausible.
Future studies should exclude individuals with apraxia because this diagnosis could

potentially cause PWA to experience increased latency when initiating the target word,
thus setting them up for predictable failure.
Future studies should also account for the accuracy of word naming between real

objects and picture objects. This study serendipitously found a relationship between

accuracy and object type Future studies may be able to further investigate these findings.

The current study provided pertinent information on the nature of word errors of
PWAs. Researchers need to continue to examine the relationship between the type of word
errors between real and picture object stimuli during a confrontational naming task. This
can potentially increase knowledge within the field of anomia in PWAs.

Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to investigate whether real-life physical objects had
a positive effect on word errors and RT in PWAs. As stated by Snow et. al., real-life 3D
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objects are in fact more memorable than picture 2D objects. Their study revealed that no
matter the type of 2D object (whether black and white line drawings or color photographs),

it is the dimensional difference has a significant effect on word naming in normal persons.
This current study revealed that in PWAs, RT is significantly faster when naming real-life

objects compared to picture objects. There was also a serendipitous finding that real-life
objects also have a positive relationship with accuracy in word naming with PWAs. Lastly,

the study revealed that individually, PWAs have differences in the nature of word errors

with real-life objects compared to picture objects.

The overall intent of this study was to bring insight and awareness of the impact in
using real-life objects in therapy and assessment of PWAs. Although this study did not

investigate all aspects of word naming with real-life objects, established a positive
difference with real-life objects. This being said, future therapy and assessments for PWAs

should investigate the positive aspects of using real-life objects rather than picture objects.
This could give a more positive outcome for the PWAs in their ability and accuracy during

word naming tasks.
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APPENDIX

Examiner Word Task Script

Script:
Examiner: “You will have up to 10 seconds to name the items presented to you.”
“You will be shown occupational tools. Name this occupation tool.”
“You will be shown a picture of an everyday object. Name this object.”

“You will be shown a food item. Name this food.”
“You will be shown items of clothing. Name this clothing item.”
“You will be shown a picture of an occupational tool. Name this occupational tool.”
“You will be shown a picture of an article of clothing. Name this clothing item.”
“You will be shown an everyday object. Name this object.”
“You will be shown a picture of food. Name this food.”
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